Why History?
Professor Jennifer Burns gives excellent answers to a question her students hear frequently, answers which support the value of the humanities in general.

Writing "Jumpstarts"
How do you coach your students in their large writing projects when you're not there? This instructor sends her students video "jumpstarts" to keep them focused and fresh.

Grants
Service-Learning Course Development Grant:
Combine community service with academic learning in your course. Rolling deadline.

CTL Teaching Conference and Speaker Grants:
Attend a teaching conference or bring a speaker on teaching in your discipline to Stanford. Rolling deadline.

TA Training Grants:
Equip your TAs to be outstanding teachers. Proposals due June 30

Why history?, writing "jumpstarts," time machines, teaching first-years.
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Time Machine Quiz

"I just have to raise my grade!"
Do your students wish they could go back in time? Prevent end-of-term grading pleas with these tactics.

Targeted Tips for Teaching First-Years
First-years need extra coaching on thinking critically, grade anxiety, and more. Here's how to address these issues in your classroom, from experienced faculty. Part 2 in a series.